POLYCARBONATE LOCK BOX XL

- Constructed of heavy duty polycarbonate
- Just as secure as steel lockboxes but half the weight
- Available in TSA 4 Digit Combo Lock or Keyed
- Dimensions - 10x7x2”

Key Lock Box........................Item No. 75212
TSA Combination Lock Box...........Item No. 75241

TSA PADLOCK (2 pack)

- Heavy Duty TSA Approved Padlock
- 4 Digit Lock offers more security with 10,000 possible combinations
- Comes in two pack

Item No. 76020

HANGING SHELF BASKET

- Heavy duty wire basket supports up to 40 lbs
- PVC finish will not damage stored goods
- Fits under any shelf that is ½” to 1” thick

Small.............................Item No. 76010
Large..............................Item No. 76011

*IMPORTANT: Do not store loaded firearms in any safe or lock box. Follow local laws for firearms storage. Check TSA regulations and airline policies before traveling with any portable safe. Check dimensions of your firearm against safe’s internal dimensions noted on bottom of box. Firearm and firearm accessories not included.
DEHUMIDIFIERS

- Rechargeable dehumidifiers last 30 days on a charge
- Two sizes for both small and large capacity safes
- Eliminates condensation, mildew and humidity
- Do not utilize batteries or cords
- Moisture indicator informs user of present humidity

Medium 110 Volt..........................Item No. 75900
Large 110 Volt...........................Item No. 75901
Large Cylinder..........................Item No. 75902

12" Rod......................................Item No. 75903
18" Rod......................................Item No. 75904
24" Rod......................................Item No. 75905

NEW PRODUCTS

SILICONE GUN CLOTHS

- Protect against rust and moisture
- Provides barrier from scratch and surface damage while stored
- One size fits most

PISTOL.................................Item No. 75890
RIFLE.................................Item No. 75891

LED SAFE LIGHTS

- 3 sizes to accommodate any security device
- Motion activated and manual settings
- Mounting bracket and hardware included

6 LED RED...............................Item No. 76000
20 LED WHITE............................Item No. 76001
30 LED WHITE............................Item No. 76002

MODULAR SAFE LOCKER

- Comes with all hardware necessary and ships flat
- Patent pending design is robust and easy to assemble
- The door can be changed to hinge on the left or right side

Item No. 75050

*IMPORTANT: Do not store loaded firearms in any safe or lock box. Follow local laws for firearms storage. Check TSA regulations and airline policies before traveling with any portable safe. Check dimensions of your firearm against safe’s internal dimensions noted on bottom of box. Firearm and firearm accessories not included.